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Trust Yourself and Speak Your Truth
From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We come to you as
you move into a deeper aspect of your life and open up to the truth of your
beingness. It is most important now to continue to speak your truth and express it
out into the world in whatever way you choose. Truth being peace, community,
harmony, equality, love, intimacy and togetherness. It is most important as you
continue to move on the pathway of self mastery to move deeper within to fully
embody your truth and your beingness because this will shift and change the
resonance and vibration in the world.
As you move deeper within to shift your truth and your beingness and shift the
molecular structure of your physical beingness and open to the grandness and
greatness of self you will when you look directly into your own eyes, know exactly
who you are. Know that you emanate from peace, love, community, harmony and
equality and this is your truth.
It is most important to continue on a regular basis, moment by moment, day by
day, week by week, month by month to express your truth to the world.
As you move into your month of July, what is transpiring in your world is heating
up, it is beginning to escalate, the illusion of your world is escalating. Those who
perpetrate this illusion are continuing to do so. As this happens, it is most important
to look out into the world and ask, does this resonate with my truth or doesn’t it?
Does this resonate and vibrate with the fiber of my being?
We ask you at this time to move into a place of Self Trust. Moving from looking
outside of you through trial and error and move into the depth of your heart space
into resonant causation. Moving into this place allows you to begin to trust yourself
based upon your resonance and vibration. You can look out into the world, see
what is transpiring in it and ask, what resonates and what doesn’t? This is an
important process for you to take. Step deeper within and move out of the mental
body and into your heart space to pay attention to yourself. Honor yourself, value
yourself, pay attention to yourself. Pay attention to the inner molecular structure of
the being of you that quite possibly is saying, “no this doesn’t resonate for me, but
this does.” Begin to pay attention to this.

Release the cacophony that is happening all around you in the third dimensional
realm and hone in on what resonates for you and see what doesn’t.
It is time on your pathway of self mastery to take another deep step within to your
heart space. Quite possibly you are ruminating in your mental body and doing so
is triggering old wounding, programming and conditioning. You may be moving
into a place of fear of what is transpiring in the world. You may look outside of you
and ask, Where will I be safe and secure if what is transpiring in the world
continues?
The most important gift you can give to you is to move within your heart space and
begin a process of trusting yourself. Trusting the resonance and vibration as you are
moving into a greater truth of your beingness and who you are.
Another question you can ask yourself at this moment, at this stage on the path to
self mastery is, Who Am I? Who Am I Here To Be? Not so much what you are
here to do, but who are you here to be? Am I here to be a proponent of Love? Are
you here to add through your talents and gifts, as an ingredient, to the world with
love?
Look to see where you are fighting against what is transpiring in the world.
Look to see where you are fighting against those with whom you are in
relationship.
Look to see where you are opposing what is transpiring in the world.
Look to see where you are opposing those with whom you are having a
relationship.
Look to see where you are opposing you within you.
Are you trusting your inner knowingness? Or do you know what your inner
knowingness is?
We have spoken with you about this inner knowingness within your heart space.
This knowingness is directly related to your soul’s divine plan.
You are living in this third dimensional realm but by the miraculous-ness of
freedom of choice, you make choices. You make choices to stay in the mental
body. Ruminating in the conditioning and programming and disregard the truth in
the depth and breadth of you heart space.
It is now time to develop tools that will make you aware and conscious when you
are in your mental body as opposed to being in your heart. This tool is resonance.
Are you raising your awareness and consciousness to your own behaviors? If you
allow yourself to raise your awareness to your own behaviors, patterns, habits and
rituals, you will raise in an infinite measure, your awareness and consciousness to
yourself. Look to see where you continue to shame and judge yourself.

It is most important now to move within to the depth and breadth of your heart
space, of your soul space, and begin to honor and value the depth of your truth and
your knowingness. Honor and value your talents and gifts that you utilize to bring
“good” to the world. What are you bringing to the world that is raising its
resonance and vibration? What are you for? Are you for love, peace, community,
equality, togetherness and intimacy? If this is what you are for, look inside to the
depth and breadth of your heart space and ask, Am I being this?
You are human and you move on a path of growing and learning and making
mistakes along the way.
It is time to see if the truth of your beingness is truth, peace, community, harmony
and equality.

